LogDet divergence-based metric learning with triplet constraints and its applications.
How to select and weigh features has always been a difficult problem in many image processing and pattern recognition applications. A data-dependent distance measure can address this problem to a certain extent, and therefore an accurate and efficient metric learning becomes necessary. In this paper, we propose a LogDet divergence-based metric learning with triplet constraints (LDMLT) approach, which can learn Mahalanobis distance metric accurately and efficiently. First of all, we demonstrate the good properties of triplet constraints and apply it in LogDet divergence-based metric learning model. Then, to deal with high-dimensional data, we apply a compressed representation method to learn, store, and evaluate Mahalanobis matrix efficiently. Besides, a dynamic triplets building strategy is proposed to build a feedback from the obtained Mahalanobis matrix to the triplet constraints, which can further improve the LDMLT algorithm. Furthermore, the proposed method is applied to various applications, including pattern recognition, facial expression recognition, and image retrieval. The results demonstrate the improved performance of the proposed approach.